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In late July, 2013 Art Ellison (NH), the Administrator of the State Director’s Single Point of 
Contact Network (SPOC) and NCSDAE Policy Committee Chair asked members of the 
network to respond to a series of questions related to the use of paid lobbyists for adult 
education issues at the state level. 
 
The summary of the responses below to those questions provide a unique look into one of 
the key elements of very successful advocacy efforts on the state level. 
 
This report contains valuable information that has never previously been gathered. The 
responses below show the importance of our state level  advocacy work, particularly in light 
of the fact that 75% of the funding for adult education services comes from the state level. 
 
My thanks to the adult education leaders that responded to this survey. Your wisdom on this 
issue is invaluable.  
 
How many states employed a lobbyist (s) for adult education?  
 
In the six states that reported using paid lobbyists the arrangement for the services was 
always made through an active state adult education professional association. Two additional 
adult education state professional organizations reported paying for lobbying services 
through coalitions that were organized to advocate for a range of education and social 
service programs. One state had employed a lobbyist in the past but had discontinued that 
arrangement due to financial problems.  
 
Several states also employed Executive Directors of their associations that were registered 
as lobbyists but their main focus was administering the work of the association. 
 
In addition to the eight states above many states have very effective professional 
associations that carry out successful advocacy campaigns through the work of their 
members 
 
How much do states pay for this service? 
 
The range of pay for lobbying services was from $5,000 to $50,000 per year with many states 
paying around $20,000.  
 
How do associations raise the money for lobbying expenses? (This question was a follow up 
to the original questionnaire). 
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Most of the states reported that the funding for their lobbying activities came from 
membership dues, conference registration fees and promotional income. Several states 
primarily used conference registration fees to fund their yearly lobbying activities. 
 
Background Information on Lobbyists 
 
The information below comes directly from the responses to the survey: 
 

“The lobby firm that we use did not have a background in adult education but did have 
extensive experience in lobbying for non-profit institutions. The actual lobbyist from the 
firm had work in the past for the Governor’s office.” 
 
“Our lobbyist is a former state senator, a member of the same political party as the 
Governor, and the majority in the House and Senate. He represents other non-profits 
but within the educational realm. Although he initially has a steep learning curve, he 
was a quick learner and one who really believes in our cause.” 
 
“Our lobbying team consists of two long-time lobbyists with extensive experience in 
educational issues.” 
 
“Our director is a former legislator but also was executive of a statewide not-for-profit 
working on poverty issues. Our focus is not educational policy per se, but rather the 
life context of children and their parents. Do they have affordable housing? Did the 
pregnant mother have adequate nutrition? Is the power on at the house?” 

 
“Our lobbyists are former legislators, one R and one D. They are highly respected and 
can work across the aisle. They also have a third person to help cover hearings etc.” 

 
Many lobbying firms will have conflicts of interest due to the variety of clients that they accept. 
Having your own policy director to focus on your issues and not balance the need of multiple 
clients is often preferable. 
 
Advice for States:  Do’s and Don’ts 
 

“Fight term limits in that you are constantly re-inventing the wheel legislatively and 
having to educate and train new legislative champions.” 
 
“We find it is vital to involve the local programs and directors in a system of legislative 
contacts. You cannot rely on the lobbyist for everything. Our part-time director is active 
politically. The lobbying firm however provides tremendous help with legislation, 
research and just being on the scene all the time.” 
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“Programs should have relationships with their legislators; there isn’t any way to 
replace that PERSON TO PERSON KNOWLEDGE AT THE STATE AND LOCAL 
LEVEL. State associations need to be careful about the amount spent and the status 
of the organization; there is a limit that a 501C3 organization can spend on lobbying.” 
 
“Students are the best advocates-invest in them, they learn a valuable CCR skill, they 
become leaders, they know how important their programs are to them, their families 
and their communities. Legislators listen to them since they are not being paid. Stories 
are far more important than statistics. If you need someone to give statistics to 
legislators ask your state department.” 
 
“A lobbyist may be useful to learn the process and know who the leaders are on 
certain issues. Hire them once or twice as consultant for specific research or services.” 
 
“Watch out for dual or multi-interest lobbyists. For example, a lobbyist that is supposed 
to advocate for adult education may also be lobbying for colleges. They may negotiate 
one need away for the other.” 
 
“Find other like-minded organizations that rely on adult education and have them and 
their friends lobby for adult education. Again, you have to be careful about potential 
competing priorities but many hands make for easier work.” 
 
“We have a very successful legislative program, with nearly all of our proposed 
legislation adapted over the past several years with bipartisan support. Our retention 
of a skilled lobbyist team that has in-depth familiarity with our legislature, legislators, 
the legislative process and educational issues is a major contributor to our success.” 
 
“My advice would be to select experienced and skilled lobbyists with knowledge of 
educational issues and a personal commitment to/passion for ABE (they don’t need to 
be experts in ABE to begin with, but they do need to care about the issue. Be willing to 
educate them about ABE (I would not hire a lobbyist whose main qualification what 
that they had been an adult education director-lobbying expertise is most important).” 
 
“Make sure that you are comfortable with the values and “style” of your lobbyist (for 
instance, a hard charging, take-no-prisoners approach or someone viewed as highly 
partisan/strongly identified with either party, would not work for us).” 
 
“Also important is to develop a good working relationship with your lobbyists. 
Remember that you are the client, purchasing their expertise and skills to work on ABE 
issues. You are the final decision-maker.”  
 
“Know that lobbyists cannot be effective without your support. Lobbyists can provide 
access to legislators, help draft bills, guide you through the legislative process, etc.  
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But, they need knowledgeable and articulate people from ABE to “tell” the story” in 
meetings with legislators, testify before committees, etc.” 

 
“Be sure potential lobbyists have a commitment to helping you build grassroots 
support in the ABE field, in terms of educating staff, hosting local events with 
legislators, helping mount legislative forums, etc. In fact, under state law, a portion of 
what our lobbyists provide isn’t classified as lobbying, but AS EDUCATION AROUND 
PUBLIC POLICY DEVELOPMENT.” 
 
“Since lobbyists generally work with multiple clients, clarify ahead of time how you will 
deal with any potential conflicts in terms of legislative goals between you and their 
other clients – in our case, having two lobbyists allows one to recuse herself on the 
very rare occasion when such a conflict has appeared possible.” 
 
“We hired our lobbyists through an open process, interviewing several potential 
lobbyist teams after advertising the position. I would high recommend such a process.” 
 
“Make sure that they are passionate about the advocacy that they take on. Our 
lobbyist is much more passionate about the work than our previous lobbyist.” 
 
“We pay a lot but by splitting the costs with another organization, we are getting an 
excellent advocate for half the costs.” 

 
“Find someone who already knows the right people/has all the necessary “ins” AND is 
committed to the cause.”  
 
“Their “friends” on the Hill are valuable, but so is their WAY OF BRANDING YOUR 
MESSAGE. Use their expertise to help develop handouts for legislators as well as 
events.” 
 
“Insure that your membership KNOWS THAT A LOBBYIST DOES NOT TAKE THE 
PLACE OF GRASSROOTS ADVOCACY. Educating legislators is best done by (in this 
order) learners, tutors, board members, and then instructors and programs 
administrators.” 

 
“Our lobbyist is an adult education instructor with a strong interest in encouraging and 
facilitating student’s participation in the legislative process.” 
 
“Our program gets good training in self-advocacy through our lobbyist’s office. They 
also set up meetings for us with both legislators and state department officials in both 
labor and education. They have also helped organize and set up events at the state 
capitol, including breakfasts, recognition programs, information days and student 
rallies.” 
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“Do come to a clear agreement on services and remuneration. Do work with the 
lobbyist to learn how to do more of what they do on your own. Don’t expect them to 
read your association’s mind about which way legislation or funding should go.” 
 
“We found that political acumen and instincts are essential, more important than 
knowledge of the ABE field, which can be more easily taught than political instincts. It 
was extremely helpful to us that the most recent public policy field organizers know the 
State House and its operations from the inside and could provide a legislator’s 
perspective to help us test our strategies.” 
 

Lessons Learned 
 

The information in this report substantiates some of the basic principles of effective advocacy 
for adult education and adds some additional insights into the process that is carried out in 
states across the country. 

 
Among the highlights from the report that send a clear message to the adult education field 
are: 

 
1. Lobbyists do not take the place of grass root advocacy by the adult education 

community. 
 

2. Lobbyists are very helpful in the process of branding your message. 
 
3. Lobbyists for adult education need an understanding of the field but even more 

importantly they need a commitment to and passion for adult education. 
 
4. A significant portion of the lobbyist’s work can be defined as education around 

public policy development instead of lobbying.  
 
5. Students are the best lobbyists/advocates.  
 

The National Council of State Directors of Adult Education hopes that the information from 
this report will encourage state adult education leaders to continue their efforts to provide 
additional resources to serve our students.    
 
For additional information about the contents of this report contact Art Ellison, 
 Arthur.Ellison@doe.nh.gov.   


